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as import demand in Russia and was moving up to more sophisticated products that Belarussian 
exporters were unable to supply. 
The declining sophistication of Belarus’ exports was the result of unreformed economic system. For 
Belarus’ institutional change clock stopped around 1994-96: the government has followed the band 
aid approach to economic change. In consequence, its underlying principles have not changed since 
then and, for that matter, neither has its political system. Russian oil-subsidy combined with 
preferential access to Russian markets made possible foregoing economic reforms and putting off 
usually painful economic reforms. Two decades later it left the economy totally unprepared to deal 
with falling energy prices and shift in import demands. 
Belarus is between a rock and a hard place: it has to overhaul its economic regime. Russia clearly 
would favor Belarus’ economic turnaround but without political liberalization and possibly without 
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possible way out of the quandary is to develop a comprehensive strategy of structural reforms 
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Introduction 

Belarus may face some tough choices in dealing with stagnant economy and low prices of 

commodities. Low energy prices, whose fall was triggered by slow growth of the world economy and 

fracking revolution in the U.S., may last for some time with major impact on Russia’s ability to 

provide foreign assistance. Access to subsidized energy and other commodities together with 

preferential market had sustained Belarus’s economic growth ever since the demise of the Soviet 

Union in 1992. Cuts in subsidies and Russian import demand would cut growth rates to a much 

higher extent than in the past for two reasons. First, export basket has become more energy- and 

natural resource intensive. They accounted for more than 50 percent of exports with petroleum oils, 

other than crude, and potassic fertilizers contributing a whopping 36 percent to the total in 2015. 

Second, exports have become also more geographically concentrated. While foreign trade of other 

CIS and former centrally planned economies have become more diversified and reoriented towards 

other markets in line with their economic gravity, the share of Russia in Belarus’ exports of goods 

changed little at around 40 percent while Russia’s share in imports has remained at around 60 

percent.1 

Another major source of high vulnerability of Belarus to external shocks is its obsolete 

economic system devoid of incentives to innovate and adapt to adverse economic conditions 

operating at a micro-level. Belarus’ economic regime is the least reformed among countries of 

Central and Eastern Europe, and is strongly reminiscent of central planning. This ‘unreformed’ 

system has been responsible for the above signaled growth in product and geographical 

concentration of Belarus trade. It has also been responsible for a huge gap between country’s 

endowments in infrastructure including networks supporting innovation, the quality of human 

capital and availability of information and communication technologies. According to our estimates, 

amongst 146 examined economies Belarus’ score was second worst in 2000 and 12th worst in 2012 

among 25 and 36 countries characterized by economic incentive regimes suppressing ‘the use of 

knowledge,’ i.e., making impossible full use of available assets in education, infrastructure, R&D 

supporting networks and communication.2 But the positive upside is that reforms can provide boost 

to economic growth by activating these idle reserves. It is interesting to note that in 2012, in 

addition to Belarus, four other CIS economies belonged to this category (Uzbekistan, Russia, 

                                            
1
 Data from the websites of Belorussian Central Statistical Office and World Trade Organization. 

2
 For the discussion of the suppression index, developed to quantitatively assess the role of economic regime 

incentives in activating or suppressing the knowledge potential of a country using the 
“knowledge4development database of the World Bank covering 146 countries, see Kaminski and Kaminski 
(2014).  
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Kyrgyzstan, and Ukraine).3 The shift away from skilled-labor intensive to natural-resource intensive 

exports is another indication of the decline in country’s industrial base.  

Coping with economic challenges would call for a complete overhaul of the existing 

framework of conducting economic activities. The problem is that liberal changes in institutional 

underpinnings of an economic regime are not likely to yield positive results instantaneously. Some 

existing businesses may have to ‘retool’ in order to adjust to new conditions. This includes also state-

owned enterprises (SOEs), which would act as profit centers responsive to markets rather than 

administrative diktat, as is the case under current regime. Last but not least, both actual and 

potential entrepreneurs have to be convinced about credibility of government’s commitment to 

withdraw from micromanagement of the economy; they have to identify business opportunities 

opened by reforms; and they have to have access to financing. And each of the above takes time 

raising the probability of social backlash against reforms. 

Furthermore, liberal changes in economic foundations may trigger ‘unwanted’ political 

change: unwelcome in both Moscow and Minsk. Any change towards democracy in a former Soviet 

republic has been viewed by Putin’s Moscow as a security threat to its survival. Belarus in particular 

is no exception. On the other hand, inevitable hardening of budget constraint for SOEs might 

jeopardize collectivist bedrock including artificially maintained full employment and state welfare 

provisions underpinning Lukashenka’s contract with the population writ large.4 Lukashenka’s 

strategy of ‘inclusive growth called for state intervention to assure greater equality of outcomes 

through government-led allocation of capital resulting in cross-subsidization of non-productive 

components. While this strategy prevented restructuring and led to a falling sophistication of 

Belorussian exports offer with negative consequences for hard currency earnings, it maintained a 

high degree of social cohesion, prevented emergence of oligarchs and assured relatively corruption-

free environment, a rare occurrence in former soviet republics. Social cohesion and efficient 

administration augur well for economic reforms, provided these are carefully designed.  

Any reform enhancing economic efficiency would inevitably call for greater emphasis on 

equality of opportunities at the cost of equality of outcomes. Deteriorating economic situation 

creates conundrum for both Moscow and Minsk putting them between a rock and a hard place. In 

contrast to the period following the collapse of the Soviet Bloc in 1990-92, the current environment 

                                            
3
 While in 1995 there were eight CIS countries out of 44 with ‘negative’ economic incentive regimes, in 2000 

there were seven CIS economies (Armenia was out) among 25 economies and in 2012 their number fell to five 
out 36 with Georgia leaving this group. 

4
 As Yarashevich (2014:1704) notes, “… socio-economic development under Lukashenka reveals at least three 

important features: nearly full employment, no large-scale privatization, and high levels of social security 
provision.”  
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is much less favorable to deal with the crisis. Faced with lower oil exports earnings and financing 

needs of her imperialist policies, Russia may be much less inclined to provide assistance to Belarus 

either through implicit subsidies in trade or loans to finance current account deficits. Moreover, 

according to World Bank projections, Russia growth will move from negative values (-0.6 percent in 

2017) to positive rates but still well below two percent per year.5 The EU facing internal crisis 

triggered by economic stagnation since 2008 and inflows of refugees from North Africa and Asia has 

little appetite for new international commitments. Last but not least, while there is considerable 

uncertainty about future world economic growth rates, there seems to be consensus that a strong 

recovery is unlikely.  

Thus, an interesting question is whether Belarus can get back on the path of sustainable 

economic growth without a major upheaval. While the paper seeks to address this question, it 

focuses on the context and freedom of maneuver available to Belarussian authorities in their 

dealings with averting economic crisis, on the one hand, and with Russia, on the other. The 

remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 outlines geopolitical map of post-Cold War 

Europe with an emphasis on Belarus’ position within the Eurasian Economic Union, i.e., 

integrationist scheme conceived by Moscow to re-establish full political controls in the geographical 

space of the former Soviet Union. Section 2 examines background and reasons behind Belarus’ 

strategic political choices made in the early 1990s that shaped subsequent political economy 

trajectory. Section 3 compares economic reforms in Belarus with those in other CIS economies. 

Section 4 highlights factors responsible for the golden era of Belarus’ growth performance in 1995-

2008 while Section 5 outlines the accumulated cost of Belarus’ unique approach to transition away 

from central planning. Section 6 discusses Russian and Belarussian policy options of managing 

economic slowdown and suggest a possible solution—gradual reforms leveraged by the WTO 

accession process. The last section concludes.  

1. Great divide following the end of Cold War: Belarus position in it? 

At the beginning of the 1990s it seemed that the great European divide between East and 

West would be overcome. It had not happened. To the contrary, the divide has become a major 

problem for Europe, and the whole Western world, as Putin’s Russia has staked its future on 

challenging the Western liberal order in every possible way. Events over the last decade suggest that 

Samuel Huntington might have been right when he hypothesized that the 21st century would be the 

century of conflicts between civilizations or two different modes of organizing the political and 

economic life. The clearly cut dividing line is between members of Russian-run regional integration 

                                            
5
 See http://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/global-economic-prospects, accessed on March 5, 2017. 

http://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/global-economic-prospects
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scheme, Eurasian Economic Union (EEU), and some EU’s European Neighborhood Policy (ENP) 

countries.  The latter include Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine: they are now in-between in terms of 

both foreign policy and domestic political regime.  

The path of Belarus’ movement away from Soviet socialism following its dissolution in 

December 1991, has some unique features setting it apart from modes and trajectories of political 

and economic transformation followed by other former republics of the USSR. For starters, 

geography may not be a major determinant; one would expect former republics bordering Central 

European Soviet Bloc states to actively seek integration into Western markets and multilateral 

institutions. Belarus has not followed this path neither politically nor economically. Like Central Asia, 

Transcaucasian countries, excluding Georgia, it stayed on the authoritarian path. This has been in 

contrast to the path taken by remaining CIS countries (Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine), which 

vacillated between political extremes of unstable democracy and nonthreatening dictatorship. 

The cleavage in Eurasia is between democracy and authoritarianism. But the differences in 

political regimes are in fact more nuanced going beyond a simple dichotomy of democracies versus 

non-democracies. These can be usefully captured by a measure, which we call the Aggregate Index 

of Political Regime or for brevity SAP.6 The Index permits to evaluate political systems in view of the 

quality of rule of law and accountability. It assumes the values between 0 (lowest rank) and 100 (the 

highest rank). The value of 35, for instance, means that a country is more democratic than 35 

percent of 213 countries covered by the World Bank’s survey. In 2015, the average for 28 EU 

members was 71 while that for five EEU member-countries was 26. Armenia with 36 scored highest, 

and Belarus was at the bottom of the EEU (see Figure 1) but not amongst all CIS countries—

Tajikistan (11), Uzbekistan (8) and Turkmenistan (3) had significantly more repressive political 

regimes. Interest in integrating into the EU structures goes in line with the extent of democratization 

(see Figure 1). It is interesting to note that countries that still resist joining the Eurasian Economic 

Union dominated by Russia—Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine—have more democratic political 

regimes than its members. Differences in terms of values of the SAP between them are huge. 

 

 

                                            
6
 The SAP is a simple average of percentile ranks of country across two dimensions— voice and accountability 

and the “rule of law.” Values for each dimension are taken from the World Bank’s survey of the quality of 
governance in more than 200 countries across the world. Voice and accountability assesses citizens’ 
participation in selecting their government, as well as freedom of expression, freedom of association, and a 
free media. Rule of law reflects accountability of the government and the quality of contract enforcement, 
property rights, the police, and the courts, as well as the likelihood of crime and violence. See 
www.govindicators.org.  

http://www.govindicators.org/
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Figure 1: Values of Aggregate Index of Political Regime (SAP) of the EU, EEU and selected other CIS countries in 2015 

 

Sources: Own calculations based on the data in the World Bank database “The Worldwide Governance Indicators, 2015.” 

Indeed, Belarus political system displays more similarities with the states of Central Asia 

than with Ukraine or Moldova, not to mention the three Baltic States. There are also differences that 

are worth pointing out: 

 Central Asian states are in an area of conflicting interests of two great powers that 

cooperate in opposing United States. Thus, they form a sort of condominium jointly 

supervised by Russia and China. This gives them some breathing space that Belarus 

lacks. 

 They are mostly Muslim, and represent a distinct cultural space.  

 While Kazakhstan borders on Russia, and possesses a large Russian minority, it is 

also a country endowed with significant natural resources. In this last respect 

Belarus is much less fortunate. 

 Some important similarities exist between Belarus and Uzbekistan. But Uzbekistan 

has no common borders with Russia, and the authoritarian rule is more oppressive 

there than in Belarus. 

 Although Belarus lacks natural resources, it dominates other member states of CIS in 

terms of human capital: its workforce is well educated and its displays work culture 

that is superior to that in other countries.7 The problem is that it has a political-

economic regime ill-suited to take advantage of the human factor.   

Belarus stands amongst EEU-5 countries as a clear outlier not only in terms of its political 

regime but also of its economic one (see Section 3). It is the only EEU state, which has not met the 

requirements of membership in the World Trade Organization (WTO): its application has been 

pending since 1993.8 WTO members should have at least a semblance of market economy. Belarus 

does not: its state administration remains involved in micromanagement of the economy using, 

however, different instruments than under central planning. As Papava (2017: 161-162) notes, 

                                            
7
 For an intensive discussion, see section 6.B of this paper 

8
 Belarus’ membership in the EEU and illegibility to become a WTO-member points to a very low level of 

economic integration under the EEU framework. For illustration, it can be noted that accession to the 
European Union requires WTO membership and adherence to plurilateral agreements signed by the EU. 
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Belarus’ economic governance “(…) comes closest to exhibiting the features of the economic model 

of Eurasianism (such as “society with market” and state ownership as a guarantor of achieving social 

welfare), while more or less successful market reforms have already been carried out in Armenia and 

Kazakhstan in particular, and at the initial stage of the post-Soviet era in Kyrgyzstan and Russia.” 

Indeed, Belarus has the least reformed economy among EEU member states: it has not established 

institutions supporting competition and market-based allocation of resources. 

Neither has the EEU reached the level of integration that would promote competitive 

markets. Two years since its founding, the EEU seems to have shared the fate of other integration 

efforts engineered by Moscow: it remains “(…) a largely empty-shell organization, good for summits, 

photo-ops, and mutual back-slapping” (Michel 2017). Ironically, Belarus remains a poster child of the 

EEU: it has the least open political regime and the least reformed economy. The latter clearly shows 

that the level of policy-induced integration remains very low. Deeper integration between a centrally 

planned economy, even a reformed one as Belarus is, and market economy is not possible. Belarus’ 

economic regime a quarter century after the dissolution of the Soviet Union is assessed from the 

point of view of Belarus’ external and domestic choices in section 2 below. 

2. Critical choices at the outset of transition: band aid approach and sticking with 
Russia 

Following the formal dissolution of the Soviet Union effective January 1st 1992, Soviet 

republics became sovereign states facing daunting tasks of establishing controls over their respective 

territories, managing economic crisis—thereafter termed transformational recession—triggered by 

the collapse of central planning magnified by links inherited from common statehood, and setting up 

institutional frameworks for organizing polity and economy. Baltic States, who formally declared 

independence prior to the official disbanding of the Soviet Union, set immediately on a path to 

market-based democracy severing their ties with Russia even to the peril of economic sanctions. 

Other former European Soviet European republics sought to minimize costs of transition through 

cushioning and delaying the introduction of economic reforms aimed at replacing central planning. 

They took a gradual as opposed to radical approach to post-communist transformation followed by 

Central European former Soviet bloc countries except for Belarus, which has been following a 

different, idiosyncratic path.9 

While Belarus ultimately did not take radical approach to transition, the developments in 

1993-95 suggested that the outcome was not pre-determined. In fact, the 1993-95 time profile of 

                                            
9
 For a discussion of stylized facts explaining underpinnings of various trajectories across post-communist 

countries including former Yugoslav republics and Albania, see Kaminski and Kaminski (2014 and 2016). 
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progress in economic reforms was similar to that of other European CIS countries including Russia.10 

Subsequently, however, there was a reversal and Belarus has adhered to band aid approach, i.e., 

series of hasty solutions covering up the symptoms but doing little or nothing to restructure 

inherited economic institutions and policies. Considering the Belarus was the only former Soviet 

republic located in Central Europe that opted for a soft version of central planning instead of 

dismantling it, a pertinent question is why there was an abrupt turnaround and reversal of 

liberalizing economic reforms in 1995. The answer to this question is not only of academic interest 

but it also has policy relevance. 

The decisive point in Belarus’ post-communist evolution took place in 1993-94 marking the 

shift from gradual to band aid approach to transition. Moreover, a subsequent turn to statist 

ideology laid ground for a closed society within an authoritarian system similar to Russia’s, though in 

this case delayed by several years, or some states of Central Asia. The outcome of a political struggle 

between then Prime Minister of the Byelorussian government, Vyacheslav Kebich, and the Chairman 

of the Supreme Soviet, Stanislav Shushkevich that erupted in 1993 turned out to be critical to a 

subsequent Belarus’ post-independence path. Stanislav Shushkevich, a co-signatory of the 

“Belovezha accords” on the demise of the USSR and the establishment of the Commonwealth of 

Independent States (CIS), was a strong proponent of Western orientation. He was firmly committed 

to market reforms and democratic transformation. However, with the benefit of hindsight, he had 

no chance of prevailing. His position was aptly described as that of “(…) the lone-wolf (…) whose 

capacity to imagine a Belarus on its own rather exceeded that of most other Belarusian politicians” 

(Garnett and Legvold, 1999: 3). Since sovereignty was looked upon by large majority with suspicion 

and reluctance, there was also no room for public support for radical economic reforms and closer 

links with the West. These put Belarus aside from the Baltic States where a strong support for 

rupture with the communist past has been a driving force of transition and integration into Western 

political structures. 

Belarus’ subsequent development was based on the rejection of institutions supporting 

market-based democracy and tying its future to that of Russia. Externally, Belarus opted for an 

‘unlimited’ Russian connection and, internally, for an authoritarian political regime. Vyacheslav 

Kebich, a former executive in the armament industry, favored close ties between Belarus and the 

Russian Federation and continuation of the state proprietary control over key industries. Kebich won 

the argument against Shushkevich and his vision of special relations with Russia Federation has 

remained the fundamental principle of Belarus foreign policy since then, albeit with some 

                                            
10

 See Section 2 of this paper for an analysis based on European Bank for Reconstruction and Development’s 
indicators of progress in economic reforms corroborating these observations. 
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modifications over time. Kebich was out of office in July 1994, having had lost elections to Alexander 

Lukashenka who ran an anti-corruption campaign and has remained in the office ever since. 

Lukashenko installed an authoritarian political regime: “(…) he restored a soviet style “statist nation” 

with a centralized bureaucratic machine at its core.” (Smok, 2013: 1). Other researchers are kinder 

to Lukashenka arguing that “(…) the Belarusian political economy model amounts to a kind of 

welfare state, based on a mixture of inherited Soviet and new market principles in both economic 

and social spheres” (Yarashevich 2014: 1704). It is difficult to trace market principles in Belarussian 

economic regime. The most relevant for our discussion is that he continued close alliance with 

Russia while avoiding the implementation of market-oriented reforms and privatization of the 

economy has been its trademark. 

Russian connection combined with the absence of liberalizing economic reforms has been 

responsible for Belarus’ uniqueness among former centrally planned economies in terms of patterns 

of economic growth and foreign trade. While other centrally planned economies underwent swift 

de-industrialization and reoriented their foreign trade away from Russia towards world markets and 

intensified trade with neighboring countries, geography of Belarus’ foreign trade has not undergone 

any significant change since its independence. Russia was taking between 40 and 50 percent of 

Belarus’ exports and accounted for around 50-70 percent of imports in 1995-2015 (Table 1). In 

recent years, the fall in shares of Russia was accompanied by the contraction in non-Russian foreign 

trade turnover: the more pronounced fall in Russian-oriented exports than the contraction in 

imports points to high level of dependence on Russian supplies of energy and raw materials. 

Table 1: Importance of Russia in foreign trade of Belarus in selected years over 1995-2015: exports and imports 
from Russia and ROW excluding Russia (in percent and billions of current US dollars) 

  1995 2000 2001-07 (a) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Share of Russia in total exports (in %) 45.5 50.6 43.7 32.4 31.5 39.4 35.0 35.4 45.3 42.1 39.0 
Share of Russia in total imports (in %) 53.3 64.8 63.4 59.7 58.5 51.8 54.5 59.4 53.2 54.8 56.6 

Trade balance with Russia (billions of 
US$) -0.8 -1.9 -4.3 -13.0 -10.0 -8.1 -10.4 -11.2 -6.1 -7.0 -6.7 

Exports, ROW (billions of US$) 2.6 3.6 8.3 22.0 14.6 15.3 26.9 29.8 20.4 20.9 16.3 
Imports ROW (billions of US$) 2.6 3.0 6.1 15.9 11.8 16.8 20.8 18.9 20.1 18.3 13.1 

Trade balance with ROW (billions of 
US$) 0.0 0.6 2.3 6.1 2.7 -1.5 6.1 10.9 0.2 2.6 3.1 

Surplus or deficit (-) of ROW in percent 
of deficit with Russia (b) 2.4 30.3 51.5 47.4 27.4 

-
18.1 58.4 96.9 4.1 36.9 46.2 

 

Notes: (a) average for 2001-07; (b) this is the ratio of balance in trade of goods with other than Russia trading partners to the 
balance of trade with Russia. Belarus has consistently ran trade deficits with Russia surpluses in other trade except in 2010 
when it was in red.  

Source: own calculations based on data from Belarussian Statistical Office 

Another interesting feature of Belarussian trade with Russia is that exports to the rest of the 

world (ROW) have tended to generate surplus that could finance huge trade deficits with Russia. The 

latter soared with Great Recession in 2008 from an average of US$4.3 billion in 2001-07 to an 
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average of US$10.6 billion in 2008-12 and fell to around US$6.6 billion in 2013-15. Belarus ran trade 

surpluses with the ROW except for a deficit in 2010. Expressed in terms of trade deficits with Russia, 

they displayed significant volatility ranging in the 2000s between 4.1 percent in 2013 and 83.4 

percent in 2005: the average over 2000-15 was around 47 percent of Russian deficit in trade in 

goods. As we shall show, the ROW surplus was possible largely thanks to exports of processed crude 

oil imported from Russia.11 This unique foreign trade pattern is not the only consequence of the 

strategic choice made in 1995. 

Why was the strategic choice of sticking with Russia and keeping a slightly altered 

institutional framework of central planning in place made? What does it say about potential for 

change almost a quarter century later? There were several reasons that the anti-Western option 

prevailed in Belarus at the outset of its sovereign existence. Consider that Belarus had the most 

industrialized economy amongst twelve former Soviet republics (excluding Baltics) and the highest 

GDP per capita. It would be tempting to argue that since socialist industrialization focused on heavy 

industries and ignored efficiency and competitiveness, Belarus would face huge costs of adjustment 

that an unavoidable de-industrialization would impose on the economy subjected to market 

disciplines and competition from imports. This would be a powerful argument in favor of keeping 

economic ties with Russia and proceed cautiously with economic reforms. However, as Ioffe (2004: 

87-88) convincingly argued Belarus was exceptional: under communism its output of consumer 

goods per capita was only lower than in Latvia and Estonia; it was number one amongst republics in 

terms of the quality of production in 1986;12 Belarus experienced in 1970-86 the fastest industrial 

labor productivity growth among Soviet republics; it also led all the republics in production of several 

agricultural products; and last but not least energy sector was relatively well developed with five 

thermal electric stations and oil refineries hooked to major pipelines linking Russia with Western 

Europe. It would seem that these legacies of socialist modernization would leave Belarussian 

economy pretty well prepared to deal with challenges of overhauling central planning. But, on the 

other hand, these features also guaranteed retaining economic ties with Russia and other former 

Soviet republic while simultaneously not imposing adjustment cost inevitably associated with the 

“Western” option. Thus, taking into account that population writ large was not excited by severing 

ties with Russia any arrangement that would minimize adjustment costs was politically attractive.  

Yet similar considerations to cushion economic impact of Soviet Union’s disintegration did 

not prevent Baltic States to severe their links with the former Soviet economic space and, in 

                                            
11

 For a more detailed analysis of the oil-subsidy mechanism, see Sections 4 and 5 of this paper. 

12
 In 1986 around 9,000 industrial products accounting for 15 percent of the Soviet industrial obtained quality 

certification with Belarus ranked first (Ioffe 2004: 87). 
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consequence, deal with shortages of energy especially acute during two successive winters in 1993 

and 1994. Belarus opted for subservience to Russia instead of taking a more independent stand 

because of culture and weak sense of national identity. The market transition could eventually be 

possible had the population had a deep enough sense of national identity and resentment toward 

the communist past to accept the sufferings as a price of national independence. Yet, it turned out 

not to be the case. There was no political will to take the path of deep reforms. 

It seems that, except for urban intelligentsia, both the sense of national identity and 

disillusion with the communist past have been absent in Belarus. In terms of history, economy, and 

social structure these two nations are in many respects disparate. In contrast to Russia, Belarus, as a 

co-creator of the four centuries history of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, had a tradition of respect 

for rule of law and self-governance. It is sufficient to mention Statutes of the Grand Duchy of 

Lithuania, and the Magdeburg Law governing life in towns and cities. But this tradition may have 

been lost in the popular national memory. 

During the interwar period, the present-day Belarus was divided between Poland and the 

Soviet Union. In Poland conditions were not favorable for Byelorussian national renewal. The Soviet 

government initially supported development of national cultures, but at the very end of 1920s this 

policy was replaced by waves of purges. According to Galina Toumilovitch (2004: 22), in Belarus the 

purge took lives of over ninety percent of her intellectual and political elite. The population losses in 

Belarus, during the Second World War amounted to between twenty-five and thirty percent of its 

population: it fell from 9.2 million in 1940 to 6.3 million by the end of 1945 (Ioffe 2004: 86). The loss 

of educated elites—as a result of the Great Purge and World War II—was certainly not conducive to 

the development of a strong national identity. However, one may object to this interpretation for at 

least one reason; despite having had experienced a similar treatment from Stalin, national identity in 

Ukraine survived in a better shape. But the question why is clearly beyond the modest format of this 

paper. 

The national identity factor is important as a foundation of the civil society (Shills, 1997: 23). 

Since a quarter century has passed since independence of Belarus, an interesting question is 

whether Belarussians have developed a sense of national identity strong enough to stand for 

national sovereignty and endure austerity associated with structural economic reforms? There is no 

unambiguous answer to this question. Some analysts point to a growing sense of national identity 

driven by revival of interest in Belorussian culture, by growing awareness of its unique history, and 

generational and demographic change (Astapenia, Balkunets, 2016). As for the latter, the generation 

educated and raised in the USSR is 25 years older: younger generations have different experience 

and appreciation of national statehood, Astapenia and Balkunets (2016: 21) write pointing to an “(…) 
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important change: a political class that is accustomed to sovereign power, in which decisions are 

taken independently, has formed in Belarus.” On the other hand, there are clear indications that as 

result of the government’s policies of russification Belarus has become—to borrow an apt term from 

Vadzim Smok (2013)—“a Russian-speaking Belarusian Nation;” as reportedly, only a quarter of 

population speak Belarussian at home. 

Yet, it seems that social support for radical change in politics and economy seems to be 

much more likely today than a quarter century ago even though Belarus’ economy and politics 

remain for the time being heavily dependent on Russia. The country remains entangled in a web of 

relations ranging from economic, recently amplified by Belarus membership in Eurasian Economic 

Union (EEU), to military. Its level of dependence on Russia and other EEU countries gradually 

increased as Belarus exports have shifted to less-processed, natural resource-intensive products and 

remain geographically concentrated. 

Russia has strong interest in maintaining close ties with Belarus because of its strategic 

location. Until the dissolution of the USSR, during the period of political and military confrontation 

between USSR and the West, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic was seen as critical asset in the 

military confrontation with NATO. In consequence, it was not only the most militarized economy not 

only in terms of saturation with military personnel but it also had one of the largest defense and 

armament industries in the Soviet Union. Last but not least, under the Soviet rule, the Belarus 

economy had a significant share of energy intensive heavy industries fully dependent on cooperation 

with companies located in the RSSR, and on external supplies of oil and gas. For all these reasons, 

immediately after independence the ruling elite refused to introduce national currency and move 

away from the Soviet rubble in their dealings with former Soviet republics. In all, the cost of rupture 

with the ‘Soviet past’ seemed to be excessively high. It would involve severing relations with Russian 

counterparts and loss of access to cheap energy. 

Special arrangements with Russia including preferential access to Russian energy and 

markets had a price tag as they had removed incentives to modernize economic structures through 

release of entrepreneurial energies. We shall argue that Belarus faces even a more daunting task of 

reversing stagnation than it did in the aftermath of the dissolution of the Soviet Union. 

Diversification of trade and improving competitiveness in regional and global markets may be even 

more difficult. In consequence, Belarus may remain ‘stuck’ with Russia for longer than it might 

desire. 
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3. Incomplete rupture with central planning: idiosyncrasies of Belarus 
developments 

Reforms aiming at establishing a competitive market-based economy following the collapse 

of central planning can be usefully split into two groups taking as a criterion the time needed to 

implement reform measures. Measures that can be implemented with stroke of a pen are referred 

to as first generation reforms or simply liberalization whereas those requiring time and resources 

related to the establishment of new institutional framework are referred to as second generation 

reforms or institutions. The former include liberalization of prices and of foreign trade and exchange 

rate regimes, and small scale privatization. In a nutshell, these can be referred jointly as 

liberalization. The second generation reforms involve establishing institutional underpinnings for 

allocation of resources through competition. These are institutional reforms. They differ in terms of 

technical ease of implementation; political barriers may be formidable to both first generation and 

second generation reforms, as the case of Belarus or Uzbekistan demonstrates. 

Over the last decade or so, CIS countries have made dramatic progress in first generation 

reforms. As for second generation reforms, the progress was not so impressive. Interestingly, the 

variation in both liberalization and institutional reforms among post-communist countries has 

dramatically declined, whereas political differences have persisted. Belarus, however, had not been 

responsible for the convergence in reforms: to the contrary, its policies and economic regime had 

remained remarkably unchanged and the gap, in terms of economic freedoms, vis-à-vis other CIS 

economies has significantly increased.  

A. Liberalization: incomplete first generation reforms 

One of the pillars of communist institutional design, central planning, disappeared as the 

state institutional capacity to enforce actions drastically eroded during the final stages of 

disintegration of state socialism. Yet, the loss of enforcement capacity by the state did not amount 

to economic liberalization, as there were many areas—e.g., prices, foreign exchange, cross-border 

movement of goods and services—that the state could control. The choice faced by post-communist 

authorities was either to drastically reduce micromanagement burden on the state through the 

removal of central controls over prices, foreign trade and foreign exchange regime or to retain them, 

albeit with slight modifications. Poland chose the former, whereas other countries followed the 

latter course, albeit with a caveat: Bulgaria and Romania initially removed controls but quickly 

restored them. 

Poland’s approach became known as a radical (misleadingly called “shock therapy”) 

approach, whereas the other approach became known as gradualism or partial reforms. Rapidly 

increasing inflation and prolonged recession forced ‘first-generation gradualists’ to emulate Central 
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European radical reformers. Other post-communist countries adopted “Polish measures” around 

1995-96. In 1996 almost all CIS countries removed price controls, introduced convertibility of 

domestic currencies for current account transactions, and went ahead with small scale privation. The 

average level of first-generation liberalization of CIS countries, excluding Belarus, of 64 in 1995 was 

on the level of Poland’s in 1990, i.e., the year of launching of transformation strategy on January 1, 

1990 was 64 (Table 2). 

But Belarus was an exception: only Turkmenistan and in some years Uzbekistan had more 

centralized controls over the first generation policy areas than Belarus, although by 2014 they all of 

converged at 44% of the level of economic freedoms characteristic for highly developed economies 

(see Table 2). 

Table 2: Movement towards an open economy: first generation reforms in comparative perspective 

  1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 2006 2007 2008 2009 2014 

Belarus 22 25 44 44 38 41 41 41 44 44 

Uzbekistan 25 54 54 54 48 41 35 35 41 44 

Russian Federation 64 64 73 83 83 79 79 79 79 82 

Average CIS 11 32 41 57 64 68 76 76 77 78 79 

Average EEU-4 49 57 72 83 84 86 86 86 86 87 

Note: Index of liberalization is an unweighted average of the progress achieved in small scale privatization, price 
liberalization, and trade and foreign exchange system. It varies between zero (full state control including state monopoly of 
foreign trade and no private sector) and 100 (fully completed privatization of small firms, prices shaped by interplay of 
demand and supply, convertibility of domestic currencies at least on current account operations, and liberal foreign trade 
regime).  

Source: own calculations based on data from EBRD Transition Reports 

Time profile of liberalization measures reflects political change that occurred in the mid-

1990s and the reversal of economic fortunes following Global Crisis in 2008-09. Modest progress 

achieved over 1992-94 in liberalization of prices and foreign trade was subsequently reversed in 

1997-2000. There was no change in the extent of price and foreign trade controls in 2001-07. In 

response to economic deterioration, modest measures relaxing slightly price controls and improving 

formal ease of doing business were introduced in 2008-10.  

But in all, the state still controls foreign trade transactions and Belarus, as mentioned earlier, 

is yet to meet the conditions of World Trade Organization membership. Persistent direct central 

controls over prices, wages, and foreign trade set Belarus aside not only from other EEU members 

but also CIS countries except for Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, which are also notorious for their 

repressive political regimes. 

B. Economic institutions: vestiges of central planning albeit with a different touch 

In order to get a better grasp on the evolution (or more precisely its absence) of institutions 

towards arrangements assuring autonomy of private sector, we use data from of the European Bank 
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for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) assessing progress in selected dimensions of 

institutions/ policies transformation. Private ownership, rule of law, and regulations supporting 

competition both domestic and also from imports are crucial to competitive markets. These cannot 

be achieved overnight.  

While privatization of small shops and firms is relatively straightforward, this is not the case 

of large enterprises or banking sector, albeit for a different reason.13 Privatization of large SOEs is 

technically difficult and wrought with political risks as demonstrated by experience of such countries 

as Russia or Ukraine. Hasty privatization produced a class of oligarchs who subsequently supported 

measures limiting competition and increasing entry costs to business activities (see Hellman, 1998; 

Kaminski and Kaminski, 2001). Banking as a mode of intermediating and transferring savings to 

potential users, e.g., entrepreneurs, calls not only for capital and highly skilled labor but also 

developing supervisory institutions together with regulations. 

On this basis, we construct an index of structural economic reforms or second generation 

reforms, which is a simple average of EBRD’s scores for progress in government and enterprise 

restructuring, competition policy, and large scale privatization.14 Figure 2 presents the values of the 

state of institutional reforms in EEU-5 economies in selected years in 1993-2014. 

Again it comes as a surprise considering Belarus’ location and its status of the most 

industrially developed Soviet republic on the eve of the demise of the Soviet Union that low-income 

Kyrgyzstan appears to be much more advanced in structural reforms. Belarus is by far the least 

advanced in institutional reforms among EEU-5 countries. The index measuring the distance of 

Belarus’ institutional economic regime from ‘best’ practices and institutions in highly developed 

economies is twice as large as these of other EEU members (see Table 3). Its value of 22 for Belarus 

suggests that its institutions are at the 22 percent-level of those required to create conditions for the 

development of a competitive and efficiency-enhancing market economy.  

 

 

 

                                            
13

 Oligarchic capitalism, whose emergence in postcommunist states can be linked to gradualism in first-
generation economic reforms and non-transparent privatization, would become a dominant form in all CIS 
countries, except for a state-guided capitalism/collectivism in Uzbekistan and Belarus. 

14
 The criteria used to choose these dimensions include time and resources needed to implement: if a policy 

measure cannot be prepared quickly and implemented with the stroke of a pen then they qualify as first 
generation. The data are available for the 1989-2014 period. Scores range between 1 (no liberalization) and 
4.5 (liberalization at the levels of highly developed market economies). We normalize them to obtain values 
ranging from 0 and 100 at 1=0 and 4.5=100.  
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Figure 2: Values of index of institutional reforms in Eurasian Economic Union countries in selected years over 1993-2014 

 

Source: Own calculations based on the data from EBRD Annual Reports on Transition, various issues, London, now available 
at http://www.ebrd.com/what-we-do/economic-research-and-data/data/forecasts-macro-data-transition-indicators.html  

Table 3: Values of indices of institutional progress towards market economies in selected years 1993-2014 

  1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 2006 2007 2008 2009 2014 

Belarus 16 16 22 16 10 10 10 22 22 22 

Uzbekistan 10 19 35 35 35 29 29 29 29 30 

Russian Federation 29 35 38 38 44 44 44 44 44 47 

Average CIS 10 9 16 27 32 34 39 39 39 40 40 

Average EEU-4 12 23 29 36 37 44 44 44 44 45 

Note: Index is an average of EBRD indicators of progress achieved in the average of scores ranging between 1 (no 
liberalization) and 4.5 (liberalization at the levels of highly developed market economies) for the following areas 
government and enterprise restructuring, competition policy, banking reform and interest rate liberalization, security 
markets and non-bank financial institutions, and large scale privatization. It has been normalized with 1=0 and 4.5=100. CIS 
10 excludes Belarus and Turkmenistan: the values of the index for Turkmenistan were, not surprisingly, zero. 

Sources: Own calculations based on the data from EBRD Annual Reports on Transition, various issues, London 

In contrast to most other CIS economies, Belarus did not make any attempt to privatize large 

state-owned enterprises (SOEs), which continue to account for most of industrial output. The state 

also retained direct administrative controls over wages and employment including setting 

employment-level targets. Not unlike under central planning, the government allocates financing 

through managed lending programs. Needless to add, that the government makes a final call on final 

allocation of capital. Like in a centrally planned economy, SOEs operate under—to use Janos Kornai’s 

(1972) term—soft budget constraint. Hence, Belarussian economic regime continues to have a 

number of institutions and policies that contributed to the collapse of communism. 

4. Economic growth performance in 1995-2009: why so impressive in absence of 
reforms? 

Yet, until around 2009, Belarus economy had experienced an impressive growth 

performance for almost two decades. Like other former centrally planned economies, it suffered a 
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large contraction in economic activity immediately after the collapse of the Soviet bloc and 

dissolution of the USSR. However, in contrast to many others, an unavoidable adjustment to 

emerging institutions was not the reason for the fall in output. The demise of the Soviet Union and 

disruptions in economic interaction magnified by the economic crisis in Russia were the major 

factors. Paradoxically, this absence of ‘institutional shock’ was not only reflected in a much smaller 

contraction in GDP in Belarus than in other CIS countries during the transformational recession but 

had no impact on subsequent recovery.15 The economy rebounded in 1996 and expanded in 1996-

2008 at an average least square growth (LSG) rate of 11 percent indicating doubling of the GDP 

every six and half years. Excluding CIS countries amply endowed in energy resources, that is, 

Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Russia and Turkmenistan, Belarussian economy grew in 1995-2008 only 

slightly below LSG rates of Transcaucasian countries—Armenia and Georgia. However, their initial 

GDP per capita was much lower and, therefore, potential for catch-up dynamics much stronger (see 

Table 4). 

Table 4: Economic performance in comparative perspective: GDP growth and GDP per capita in Purchasing Power Parity in 
1995-2008 and 2008-15 (in percent) 

  GDP
1
 in current US$ GDP per capita, PPP (constant 2011 international $)

2 

  
LSG, 1995-

2008
3 

Average, 
2009-15

4 
LSG, 1995-

2008 
LSG, 2008-

15 
Index 2008 
1995=100 

Index 2015 
2008=100 

Armenia 12.5 1.4 7.2 2.3 341 107 

Belarus 10.5 2.0 6.6 2.5 275 115 

Kazakhstan 15.3 4.6 6.1 3.5 233 122 

Kyrgyz Republic 9.5 3.8 3.1 2.3 165 116 

Russian Federation 11.8 0.4 4.3 1.0 187 100 

Azerbaijan 18.9 3.6 10.1 1.9 433 116 

Georgia 10.6 3.8 6.9 5.6 279 141 

Moldova 10.2 3.0 3.9 3.8 149 122 

Ukraine 8.5 -3.0 3.6 -0.5 173 85 

Tajikistan 13.1 6.5 5.0 4.3 159 133 

Turkmenistan 17.1 9.7 6.6 8.6 192 175 
Uzbekistan 9.1 8.2 5.0 5.9 169 151 

Note: (1) Gross Domestic Product in current prices converted to US dollars; (2) Gross Domestic Product per capita 
calculated in Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) 2011constant international dollars; (3) LSG stands for least-square growth rate; 
whereas (4) average refers to GDP growth rates in current US dollars 

Sources: Own calculations based on the data from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators. 

While one may argue that authorities of tightly controlled economies tend to overestimate 

growth rates (Havrylyshyn 2008), the crux of the matter is that significant increase in living 

conditions has taken place over the last twenty years. The World Bank estimates that during the first 

decade of this century there was an eight-fold reduction in poverty: poverty in Belarus fell from 47 

                                            
15

 Uzbekistan was another country that experienced low contraction in output following the dissolution of the 
Soviet Union despite a very limited liberalization. For detailed information about institutional and 
macroeconomic dimensions of transformational recession, see Table 2 in Kaminski and Kaminski (2009). 
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percent in 1999 to 5 percent in 2010 (WB 2012: 2). This impressive achievement cannot be a 

statistical mirage: it can only be attributed to a rapid economic growth during this period. 

Even more impressive was growth in purchasing power of income on a per capita basis in 

constant prices—which is a more reliable measure of change in country’s wealth—in the 1995-2008 

period. Belarus with LSG rate of 6.6 percent would rank fourth together with Turkmenistan among 

CIS economies; below Transcaucasian countries with Azerbaijan leading followed by Armenia, and 

Georgia. Azerbaijan owed its high growth to oil; Georgia to its strong commitment to liberal 

economic reforms that set foundations for a vibrant private sector development; and Armenia to a 

combination of the low level of GDP following the end of transformational recession in 1994 (GDP 

fell 50 percent in 1992-93), significant external aid, and liberalization (see Mitra et al. 2007). 

Thus, Belarus might boast of remarkable political stability and no violence in contrast to 

Russia, which, in the 1990s, witnessed disintegration of the power center and chaotic privatization 

consisting of competitive allocation of state assets among strategically placed members of 

communist nomenklatura. While, it took Vladimir Putin several years to rebuilt central controls in 

Russia with the help of a coalition of siloviki and the oligarchs – beneficiaries of the adopted mode of 

privatization, in Belarus basically the same elite had stayed in firm control for over 20 years enjoying 

quite a considerable popular support. Belarus has managed to avoid oligarchic form of capitalism 

and accompanying high incidence of corruption. 

With the help of soaring energy and commodity prices, Russian economy strongly 

rebounded in 2000-08 reaching, however, slightly lower growth rates than Belarus. Given a very high 

level of interdependence between two economies, and Belarus’ preferential status, there was bound 

to be the connection amplified by a buoyant global economy. There were two ‘transmission’ 

modalities: First, growth in Russian import demand for Belarussian goods and services opened 

opportunities for exports growth not only in Russia but also in other CIS markets. In addition, Belarus 

exporters had preferential access to EEU and other CIS markets giving them a significant edge over 

suppliers from other countries. Second, the improvement in Belarus’s terms of trade in global 

markets was exacerbated by underpriced energy from Russia. The energy subsidy was huge: 

according to the World Bank’s estimate (WB 2012: X), it amounted to an annual average of 13.3 

percent of GDP in 2001–10. According to our estimates, the Russian oil subsidy was lower in 2014 

and significantly lower in 2015. 

Our estimate cannot be directly compared with the World Bank’s because we are not 

familiar with the method they used to generate the estimate. Our approach was as follows: from the 

official Belarussian data we calculated the price of a ton of oil supplied by Russia in 2014 and 2015 
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by dividing the value of imports of crude oil by the quantity. From the data collected by the World 

Bank, we obtained monthly oil prices. For each year, we picked up two prices: the maximum and the 

minimum one. In addition, we did a mid-point estimate for each year thus generating three prices 

used to calculate Belarus’ imports from Russia. Since the price of oil from Russia was significantly 

lower than world prices, the implied subsidy was substantive ranging between three percent and 13 

percent in 2014 and one percent in 2015 (Table 5). Probably mid-point oil prices for both years 

provide the most accurate estimate of the size of oil subsidy. 

Table 5: Estimates of the Russian oil-subsidy in 2014 and 2015 (in current US dollars and percent) 

  
Imports (millions 
of current US$) 

Price of oil 
per ton (in $) 

The size of subsidy 
(millions of US$) 

The size of subsidy 
in terms of GDP 

  2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 

Imports from Russia 7,628 5,667 339 247.5 n/a n/a n/a n/a 
valued at ‘mid-point’ world price 13,618 8,108 605 354.1 5,991 2,441 8% 4% 

valued at max world price in a year 17,478 10,231 777 446.8 9,850 4,563 13% 8% 

valued at min world price in a year 9,759 5,985 434 261.4 2,131 318 3% 1% 

Source: Own calculations based on data from Trade Profile Belarus, World Trade Organization, Geneva; official data from 
the website  http://www.belstat.gov.by/en/ofitsialnaya-statistika/macroeconomy-and-environment/vneshnyaya-
torgovlya_2/osnovnye-pokazateli-za-period-s-__-po-____gody_10/information-on-commodity-exports-and-imports-in-
trade-with-the-eurasian-economic-union-in-2015/ accessed on March 2, 2017; and 
https://ycharts.com/indicators/average_crude_oil_spot_price accessed on March 22, 2017. 

It seems that Russia sought to reduce oil-subsidy to Belarus in 2015. In fact, the most 

important conclusion that can be drawn from eyeballing data in Table 5 is that subsidy was 

significantly cut in 2015 falling from around US$6 billion in 2014 to slightly more than US$2 billion. 

The contraction of the subsidy in terms of Belarus’ GDP of between five and two percentage points 

in 2015 over 2014 was huge especially in view of the 28-percent shrinkage of the GDP in current US 

dollars. However, in spite of falling world oil prices by around 40 percent, Russia lowered the price of 

oil shipped to Belarus by 27 percent in 2015. 

In sum, Belarus’ path to prosperity in 2000-08 was largely driven by extremely favorable 

external environment. It has been based on the combination of below the world levels prices of oil 

and gas supplied by Russia, preferential access to CIS markets, and effective government’s micro-

management of the economy. In the past these may have helped avoid crises and sustain political 

stability, albeit at the expense of painful structural reforms. Their absence has effectively choked off 

activities that would modernize the economy. In consequence, they have left Belarus unprepared to 

face the post-2008 world of low commodity prices and Russia’s phasing-out of energy subsidies. 

Without structural reforms, its economic regime can produce only stagnation, if not contraction. 

Deprived of Russia’s “generosity”, falling living standards may lead to social instabilities. The ability 

of Belarussian firms to take advantage of external opportunities in 2000-08 clearly points to 

impressive quality of human capital demonstrated against regulatory barriers erected by private 

http://www.belstat.gov.by/en/ofitsialnaya-statistika/macroeconomy-and-environment/vneshnyaya-torgovlya_2/osnovnye-pokazateli-za-period-s-__-po-____gody_10/information-on-commodity-exports-and-imports-in-trade-with-the-eurasian-economic-union-in-2015/
http://www.belstat.gov.by/en/ofitsialnaya-statistika/macroeconomy-and-environment/vneshnyaya-torgovlya_2/osnovnye-pokazateli-za-period-s-__-po-____gody_10/information-on-commodity-exports-and-imports-in-trade-with-the-eurasian-economic-union-in-2015/
http://www.belstat.gov.by/en/ofitsialnaya-statistika/macroeconomy-and-environment/vneshnyaya-torgovlya_2/osnovnye-pokazateli-za-period-s-__-po-____gody_10/information-on-commodity-exports-and-imports-in-trade-with-the-eurasian-economic-union-in-2015/
https://ycharts.com/indicators/average_crude_oil_spot_price%20accessed%20on%20March%2022
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business unfriendly domestic environment. But will this be sufficient to cope with adverse post-2008 

global environment? 

The answer is unambiguously negative. The deterioration in global conditions brought to 

surface serious weaknesses in Belarus’ international competitiveness supporting our view that the 

bargain the elite struck with its population, on one hand, and Russia, on the other, may be a 

Faustian one. Put differently, almost two decades later chickens appear to be coming home to roost 

as the refusal in the past to implement measures necessary to establish a modern market economy 

are beginning to show their negative consequences. As we shall argue in the next section, it appears 

that Belarus economy found itself in a definite cul-de-sac because of sticking with antiquated 

economic regime for too long, which makes impossible quick adaptation to more demanding 

external conditions magnified by recession in Russia and the falling oil prices. 

5. Economic performance since 2009: Are chickens coming home to roost?  

The period 2009-2016 witnessed wild fluctuations of major macroeconomic indicators 

raising the question of sustainability of Belarus’ development model fueling earlier expansion. It is 

tempting to blame slowdown of the world economy and associated with it the collapse of world 

commodity and energy prices. The deterioration in external conditions was a contributing factor but 

operating mainly through Russia's channel. The time profile of GDP growth shows strong similarities 

demonstrating that their economic predicaments are linked. The fluctuations in growth rates of 

Belarus’ economy were less pronounced than in Russian Federation (Figure 3). Preliminary estimates 

for 2017 suggest recovery in both countries. 

Figure 3: Annual percentage growth rates of Russian Federation’s and Belarus’ GDP at market prices based on constant 
local currencies in 2008-2016 

 

Source: World Bank’s database World Development Indicators for 2008-15; for 2016-17 estimates of the IMF and by the 
Belarus National Statistical Office. 

Although a net energy importer, cheaper energy did not benefit Belarussian economy. To 

the contrary, falling prices of oil also contributed to the contraction in the value of exports of 
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petroleum products and thereby reducing contribution of this sector to the GDP. While the volume 

of Russian supplies of oil increased by 1.8 percent in 2015 over 2014, the Belarus’ oil bill was 25 

percent lower (Table 6). But so was the surplus of this sector, which fell by US$1.4 billion in 2015; 

however, since GDP contracted by almost 25 percent, the surplus remained unchanged at 3 percent 

of the GDP in current dollars. This also shows that the value of Russian subsidies declines with falling 

oil prices. Hence, rather paradoxically given the differences in endowments, both economies are in 

the same boat. 

Table 6: Contraction in imports of crude oil from Russia and exports of petroleum oils in 2015 

  2014 2015 

Exports of petroleum oils, other than crude (in billions of US dollars) 10.1 7.5 

Imports of petroleum crude from Russia (in billions of US dollars) 7.6 5.7 

Trade balance  (difference between exports and imports) 2.5 1.9 

Memorandum: 
  Imports of crude oil from Russia (in millions of tons) 22.5 22.9 

Source: Own calculations based on data from Trade Profile Belarus, World Trade Organization, Geneva and official data 
form http://www.belstat.gov.by/en/ofitsialnaya-statistika/macroeconomy-and-environment/vneshnyaya-
torgovlya_2/osnovnye-pokazateli-za-period-s-__-po-____gody_10/information-on-commodity-exports-and-imports-in-
trade-with-the-eurasian-economic-union-in-2015/ accessed on March 2, 2017. 

Terms of trade for oil exporters are not likely to improve in the near future: for both 

countries this means to embark on fiscal consolidation program to adjust to permanently lower oil 

prices. Lower prices reduce the effectiveness of Russia’s oil-subsidy program: note that even with 

the increase in the volume of Russian exports of crude oil, Belarus’ surplus contracted 24 percent in 

2015. Without the contribution of the petroleum sector, Belarus’ trade deficit would have been 57 

percent higher in 2014 and 50 percent larger in 2015. If oil prices stay below US$60, subsidies will 

have to be significantly increased to maintain foreign exchange earnings of the Belarussian 

petroleum sector refining Russian crude oil. 

While an examination of GDP data would suggest a standard economic cycles with two 

troughs six years apart in 2009 and 2015, external performance paints a different picture. It does not 

seem to be sustainable unless Belarus finds external sources of financing excessive consumption as 

revealed in current account deficits. They reached stratospheric levels in 2010 and 2013 and 

gradually fell in 2014 to US$5 billion in 2015 and US$2 billion in 2015 (see Table 7). 

Current account deficit may spell problems depending on the way it is financed. If foreign 

direct investment (FDI) finance it, then the deficit is not a problem.16 As can be seen from data in 

Table 7, there was a significant volatility in FDI inflows and the extent to which they offset deficits. 

                                            
16

 This usually means that a country’s capacity to generate foreign earnings will significantly improve. Given, 
however, unreformed economic regime and the absence of competitive markets, this will not be necessarily 
the case in Belarus as foreign investors may come to obtain economic rents. Their presence will not improve 
competitiveness of the economy. 

http://www.belstat.gov.by/en/ofitsialnaya-statistika/macroeconomy-and-environment/vneshnyaya-torgovlya_2/osnovnye-pokazateli-za-period-s-__-po-____gody_10/information-on-commodity-exports-and-imports-in-trade-with-the-eurasian-economic-union-in-2015/
http://www.belstat.gov.by/en/ofitsialnaya-statistika/macroeconomy-and-environment/vneshnyaya-torgovlya_2/osnovnye-pokazateli-za-period-s-__-po-____gody_10/information-on-commodity-exports-and-imports-in-trade-with-the-eurasian-economic-union-in-2015/
http://www.belstat.gov.by/en/ofitsialnaya-statistika/macroeconomy-and-environment/vneshnyaya-torgovlya_2/osnovnye-pokazateli-za-period-s-__-po-____gody_10/information-on-commodity-exports-and-imports-in-trade-with-the-eurasian-economic-union-in-2015/
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On average in 2008-14, FDI amounted to 40 percent of C/A deficits. The balance was covered by 

drawing on foreign currency reserves and increasing external debt. Except in 2011 and 2013, the 

authorities drew on foreign currency reserves to finance imports: however, the surge in foreign 

exchange reserves in 2011 due to a spectacular increase in FDI inflows and heavy borrowing 

cushioned financing in 2012 and 2014-15. External debt tripled in 2008-15 from US$5.4 billion in 

2008 (9 percent of GDP) to US$15.4 billion (or 28 percent of GDP). It still seems to be manageable 

but not sustainable for a longer time taking into account developments in Belarus exports. There are 

several reasons to be worried. 

Table 7: Financing of current account deficits in 2008-09 (in billions of current US dollars) 

  2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
Total over 
2008-15 

Current account (C/A) balance -5.0 -6.1 -8.3 -5.1 -1.9 -7.6 -5.2 -2.0 -41.2 

Foreign direct investment (FDI), net (BoP) 2.2 1.9 1.4 3.9 1.4 2.2 1.8 1.6 16.4 
Change in foreign currency reserves 
(December)(

1
) -1.3 -0.1 -0.6 2.6 -1.3 0.5 -0.9 -0.9 -1.9 (

2
)  

Annual change in external debt 2.0 0.8 1.8 2.6 1.9 2.1 1.0 -0.2 12.0 

FDI in percent of C/A 44% 31% 17% 76% 75% 29% 35% 79% 40% 
External debt stocks, public and publicly 
guaranteed 5.4 6.2 8.0 10.6 12.6 14.6 15.6 15.4 10 (

3
) 

Notes: (1) difference between foreign currency reserves in December in successive years; (2) difference between foreign reserves in 
December of 2007 and December in 2015; (3) difference between external debt levels in 2008-15. 

 Sources: Data on net inflows of foreign direct investment from UNCTAD data; on changes in foreign currency reserves 
obtained from National Bank of Belarus’ website https://www.nbrb.by/engl/statistics/sdds/report.asp while the remaining 
data come from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators database. 

For starters, domestic demand cannot be a driver of growth for a long time. And this another 

facet indicating a possible accumulation of economic inefficiencies is the gap between domestic 

performance and export performance as measured respectively by GDP and exports, both in current 

US dollars. For instance, the value of exports was falling in 2013 and 2014 while GDP increased (see 

Table 7). The discrepancy was particularly acute in 2013: the value of exports fell 19 percent as GDP 

increased by a hefty fifteen percent. Considering that exports in terms of the GDP fell from 72 

percent in 2012 to 51 percent in 2013, domestic economic activity would have to increase 29 

percent. The two are difficult to reconcile pointing, however, to domestic spending through, for 

instance, state-directed financing to stimulate growth. The crux of the matter is that growth has 

been driven by domestic demand rather than export growth, which is a necessary condition for a 

small economy. 

Second, firms (certainly state owned) are not profit maximizers responding to competitive 

pressures; instead, they appear not to adapt through changes in employment levels, which suggests 

that they operate as safety net units. This has to come at the expense of economic efficiency and 

innovativeness. Unemployment data point to accumulated distortions that can make strong rebound 

highly unlikely. Labor markets have been clearly immune from adjustment to changing 

https://www.nbrb.by/engl/statistics/sdds/report.asp
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macroeconomic circumstances. Note, for instance, that while average GDP growth rate of 8 percent 

in 2000-08 fell to 1.5 percent in 2012-14, respective unemployment in percent of total workforce—

instead of raising with the contraction of aggregate output—also fell  from an average of 6.4 percent 

to 5.9 percent.17 Expansion of the wage bill in face of falling incomes is not sustainable over a long 

period and in the short time the government can close the gap by printing money or seeking 

domestic and external financing. Notable increase in inflation rates during this period indicates 

significant role of monetary expansion in attempts to contain recession. Although, except for three 

years over the 1993-2015 period, inflation has been double-digits, it rose to levels no longer seen 

worldwide in this century reaching 53 and 59 percent in 2011-12 (see Table 8).18 It fell to 14 percent 

in 2015 and 9.5 percent in 2016. 

Table 8: Concise picture of Belarus’ performance in 2008-16: GDP, foreign trade, external position, and inflation 
(in percent and billions of current US dollars) 

  2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Change 
2015 vs. 

peak year 
(in %) 

GDP growth (annual %) 10.2 0.2 7.7 5.5 1.7 1.1 1.7 -3.9 -2.5 … 

GDP (current billions of US$) 60.8 49.2 55.2 59.7 63.6 73.1 76.1 54.6 … -14.2 

Exports (US$ billions) 32.6 21.3 25.3 41.4 46.1 37.2 36.1 26.7 23.4 -42.1 

Imports (US$ billions) 39.4 28.6 34.9 45.8 46.4 43.0 40.5 30.3 27.6 -29.6 

Trade balance (US$ billions) -6.8 -7.3 -9.6 -4.3 -0.3 -5.8 -4.4 -3.6 -4.2 … 

Current account (in % of GDP) -8.2 -12.5 -15.0 -8.5 -2.9 -10.4 -6.9 -3.7 … … 

External debt (in % of GDP) 9.0 12.7 14.5 17.8 19.7 20.0 20.5 28.2 … … 

Inflation, consumer prices (annual %) 14.8 12.9 7.7 53.2 59.2 18.3 18.1 13.5 … … 

Sources: World Bank’s database World Development Indicators for 2008-15 and the Belarus National Statistical Office for 
2016 estimates. For current account data come from International Monetary Fund, Balance of Payments Statistics 
Yearbook and data files, and World Bank and OECD GDP estimates. 

Third, another set of problems stems from the combination of non-reformed economic 

regime and special relations with Russian Federation. Belarus trade patterns remind one of trade 

patterns in the Soviet Bloc. Soviet Union was the major trading partner of each Central European 

country. The composition of this trade was the reflection of traditional North-South division of labor 

where South (in this case the Soviet Union) supplied energy and commodities at below world market 

prices in exchange for goods processed in North, i.e. Central Europe. Most of these were products of 

shoddy quality, which could not be successfully marketed in the West. Subsidized access to raw 

materials and energy in the Soviet Union and planning system did not generate any incentives to 

innovate and make them more competitive in external markets. Export basket of a central European 

centrally planned economy (CPE) had two different faces with two different types of revealed 

                                            
17

 Unemployment, total (% of total labor force) (modeled ILO estimate) data from the World Bank’s database 
World Development Indicators. 
18

 The exception was Zimbabwe but in 2009 it stopped printing its currency, which has effectively taken care of 
notorious hyperinflation. 
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comparative advantage: in one, the Soviet Union-oriented, capital- and high-skilled labor intensive 

products dominated, whereas in the West-oriented one resource-intensive and unskilled labor-

intensive products would tower over others.  

In the world of rapid technological developments, this arrangement (as well as economic 

regime itself) turned out to be unsustainable: the Soviet Union was no longer able or willing to 

subsidize its junior partners and began moving to world prices in its trade with these counties. On 

the other hand, Central European exporters were unable to compete in world markets with 

emerging East Asian economies.19 Eventually, centrally planned economies collapsed under the 

weight of accumulated inefficiencies: the bill for the Soviet-style economic regime was the 

developmental gap vis-à-vis West European much larger than it was before the imposition of central 

planning combined with industrial structures that were not competitive internationally. 

The collapse of central planning has completely changed the context yet some similarities 

can be easily found in Belarus’ post-independence path of integrating into global markets. For 

starters, Russia has been the hub for Belarus. Russia provides oil and natural gas at subsidized prices 

and offers preferential market access. Like a European CPE, Belarus has two different export baskets: 

one in its trade with Russia and other EEU economies; and another in its trade with the ROW (rest of 

the world). Its major exports go to Russia and other EEU-members. The data tabulated in Table 9 

clearly point to the fundamental difference: three product groups exported almost exclusively to the 

ROW accounted in 2015 for 38 percent of total exports but 65 percent of ROW-destined exports. The 

share of Russia in Belarus exports excluding three top exports to ROW was 63 percent. Interestingly, 

this share in 2008 was at a similar range in 2008 (WB 2010b: 2). 

But there is one fundamental difference between Belarus today and CPEs before 1991: since 

central planning in Russia was dismantled, Belarus’ sales are not guaranteed by quotas of foreign 

trade plans as was the case for CPEs. Belarus’ exporters have to compete with other suppliers, 

domestic and foreign alike, albeit on a preferential basis. In consequence, Belarus producers can sell 

their products as long as there is demand for them. There are signs that Russian import demand is 

shifting to more sophisticated products not available in Belarus. Examples abound. The share of 

machinery and transport equipment, refrigerators in processed food originating in Belarus in 

Russia’s imports of these products has been on decline over the last 15 years or so. The World Bank 

                                            
19

 Poznanski (1986) showed convincingly progressing economic backwardness of Central Europe in the 1970s 
by comparing value indices of the same items exported by various developing countries with their Central 
European counterparts. The trend was unmistakable: the gap between prices per kilogram of manufacturing 
exports obtained by developing exporters and ‘socialist’ producers dramatically expanded in favor of the 
former; their share in world exports increased at the expense of Centrally Planned Economies. It would be 
difficult to find a better proof of failure of socialist industrialization. 
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(WB 2010b:19) notes: “Belarusian producers of tractors and refrigerators dominated exports to 

Russia a decade ago, holding a share of more than 75 percent in the total number of exported units. 

By 2008 this dominance had evaporated, and the share of Belarusian refrigerators had declined to 

one quarter of the total, while the share of tractors – to one third. The share of Belarusian trucks 

now amounts to only about 5 percent of the global truck exports to Russia, while it was close to half 

just a decade ago.” One might add that the situation did not improve: EEU-oriented exports of 

Belarussian manufactured goods continue to lose their share in these markets and they move to 

products with lower technological content. Without the “Russian oil connection,” two export baskets 

might actually converge; but without Russian oil, Belarus’ exports would collapse. 

Table 9: Top four-digit Harmonized System exports in 2015 (in millions of US dollars): shares of SEE-economies 
and ROW (in percent) 

Items Description 
in millions 

of US$ 
Share in 
total exports 

Share 
of EEU 

Share 
of ROW 

HS2710 Petroleum oils, other than crude 6,944 26% 1% 99% 

HS3104 Potassic fertilizers 2,680 10% 0% 100% 

HS2709 Petroleum oils, crude 579 2% 0% 100% 

HS8704 Motor vehicles for goods transport 575 2% 81% 19% 

HS8701 Tractors other than 8709 485 2% 61% 39% 

Memorandum         

Total of the above 11,262 42% 7% 93% 

Agricultural products 4,612 17% 65% 35% 

Sources: own estimates based on data from National Statistical Office of Belarus and WTO Trade Profile Belarus for 2015. 

Ironically, a strong similarity between CPEs in the past and Belarus today provides the most 

powerful explanation of Belarus dire predicament. It is easy to guess on the basis of our analysis in 

Section 3 that the problem is an economic regime, which—at its current form—is only a modest 

improvement over central planning. From the point of view of requirements of economic 

development, such an institutional regime is a definite cul-de-sac. While in the past Belarus’ 

prosperity had been based upon the combination of below the world levels prices of oil supplied by 

Russia, preferential access to CIS markets and effective government’s micro-management of the 

economy, the change in consumer preferences combined with the absence of incentives to 

modernize and upgrade products amongst Belorussian mostly state-owned enterprises has dealt a 

mortal blow to this arrangement. The last two decades witnessed a growing discord between 

Belarus’ endowments in skilled- and disciplined workforce and factor content of its exports. Similar 

dissonance was typical for CPEs during the initial stages of transformation in the 1990s: foreign and 

domestic investors, alike, attracted by a liberal economic regime helped close this gap by 

investments taking advantage of cheap highly skilled labor force. Belarus faces a bigger challenge 

simply because chickens come home to roost almost two decades later. 
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Belarus’ grand bargain following the dissolution of the Soviet Union has left the country 

unprepared to face the world of low commodity prices and shifts in external demand towards 

product with higher technology content. Without structural reforms, its economic regime will 

produce stagnation, if not contraction. Deprived of Russia’s generosity, falling living standards may 

lead to social instabilities. Hence, the challenge is how to maintain sovereignty and political stability 

in face of a seemingly unavoidable economic crisis. 

6. Muddling-through: what can be done without jeopardizing the “Russian 
connection?”   

The deterioration in global, post-2008 conditions brought to surface problems ensuing from 

the contract the Byelorussian ruling elite struck with its population on one hand, and Russia - on the 

other. Let us consider briefly the content of the deal. On the one hand, it offered the population a 

relatively decent standard of living and certainty of employment in return for passivity. Thus, a 

significant decline in GDP has not produced a rise in unemployment as should have been expected in 

a market economy. This shows that state enterprises perform the function of a safety net like they 

did under central planning. On the other hand, the deal guaranteed Moscow that no significant 

political or economic reform would be undertaken – maintenance of the status quo with Minsk’s 

serving Russia’s political and military interests. In exchange for the status of semi-sovereignty, 

Moscow would provide Belarus with important material subsidies. These subsidies permitted the 

Byelorussian political elite to buy its way out of the necessity of reforming the country. With the 

changes in Russian import demand towards more sophisticated goods not available in Belarus and 

deterioration in terms of trade for oil exporters, this golden era of Belarus’ economic expansion 

came unavoidably to a screeching halt around 2014-15. This raises two major questions: Will Russia 

continue to provide assistance to Belarus to keep its economy afloat and political regime in place? 

What options does Belarussian government have to reverse economic decline? 

A. Geopolitical importance to Russian regional interests: how much are they worth? 

As for the first question, the logical point to start is to examine why Russia had subsidized 

Belarus and whether Russia would continue footing the bill for petrification of an ineffective 

economic regime in Belarus? Some authors point to altruism stemming from common cultural and 

historical tradition (Rozanov, 1999: 30; Nikonov, 1999: 105). Richard Pipes (1997) would strongly 

disagree with this opinion as Belarus was not part of Muscovy during the formation period of its 

political culture between the XIV and XVI centuries. Muscovy followed a different path from that of 

other European countries, including Grand Duchy of Lithuania of which Belarus participated. 

Namely: Russia had no concept of private property: everything, human beings included, was 
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regarded as the property of the Grand Duke or the Tsar.20 Whoever is right, it is paradoxical that now 

the state ownership remains dominant in Belarus, while private sector dominates in Russia. 

What strategic interests of Russia does the Union with Belarus serve? Eighteen years ago, in 

a collection of papers devoted to Belarus, two American authors, Sherman W. Garnett and Robert 

Legvold (1999: 1), succinctly observed that: “Belarus is a wild card in Central Europe’s political and 

economic game of poker. It sits astride the axes linking Russia to Europe and the Baltic states to the 

south, forming a vital strategic arena not only for them but also for Ukraine and Poland. Despite its 

location, Belarus falls through the cracks. Neither governments nor analysts have given much 

thought to the country’s larger significance and its potential impact on the stability of Europe.” But 

Russian policy makers have actually captured the strategic value of Belarus. Viacheslav Nikonov 

(1999: 118) neatly summarizes their views. He points out to the following factors, which overlap with 

Garnett’s and Legvold’s observation: 

 Direct access to the borders of the Central European region; 

 Removal of a potential threat of a so-called Baltic Sea-Black Sea belt that could 
isolate Russia; 

 Additional leverage for influencing Russia’s relationship with Ukraine; 

 A stronger position for Russia’s dialogue with Poland and, to a lesser degree, its 
dialogue with the Baltics; 

 An active role model for further rapprochement in the pro-integration nucleus of the 
CIS (Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and, possibly the entire 
commonwealth); 

 Overall strengthening of Russia’s position in the international arena as a result of 
Russia’s ability to complete successfully such a large-scale undertaking as formation 
of a union with an independent neighbor; 

 Optimization of Russia’s overall strategic situation vis-à-vis the West; 

 Improvement of the situation around the Kaliningrad region; 

 Additional room to maneuver within the CFE Treaty, and 

 New opportunities for improving Russia’s air defenses and anti-missile defenses.” 

All these objectives are of a political-military nature. They may have been articulated in 

response to the imminent NATO enlargement in 1999 for Russia perceived it as Western challenge to 

its security. But NATO-reaction explanation falls well short of identifying Russian objectives. Note 

first that NATO enlargement enhanced regional stability. In its absence, Central European 

governments would have reacted favorably to President of Ukraine Leonid Kravchuk’s proposal of a 

                                            
20

 Pipes (1997) argues that this path taken under Mongol influence led to an autocratic state with values 
different from those of Western civilization. The autocratic regime is a shared trait of both countries’ political 
systems. 
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regional defense alliance in reaction to the then notorious in Russian security debates the notion of 

“near abroad”. Second, NATO enlargement had requirements enhancing regional stability. In 

addition to meeting the Copenhagen criteria, i.e., democracy and market economy,21 another 

requirement was peaceful cooperative relations with neighbors. Third, until recently, NATO had had 

no operational plans in case of a Russian invasion against an alliance member on its borders. 

Poland’s White Paper on National Security (Spring 2014) did not even mention Russia as a possible 

source of threat. Since the early 1990s all West-European states kept cutting down their military 

expenditures. All these changed with annexation of Crimea by Russia and Moscow’s direct 

involvement in the “hybrid war” in eastern Ukraine. Finally, let us note that this special relationship 

between Russia and Belarus started long before the NATO enlargement occurred.  

Thus, we should look for other motives underpinning Russia regional strategy than reaction 

to NATO threat. Consider an alternative thesis: Russia aspires to the status of a regional hegemon, 

which implies that it seeks to project its own non-democratic institutional regimes to the countries it 

wants to dominate. Maintaining regional hegemony seems to be a matter of survival for the ruling 

elite in Moscow. Thus, they would resort to any means necessary to keep Belarus inside Russia’s 

“near abroad” and prevent transitioning to a liberal democracy. The “Western” democratic 

institutional model in any CIS country, Belarus in particular, would be a direct challenge Russia’s 

regional and international position. 

Russia has a number of economic, not to mention political, tools to prevent such an 

outcome. These are not limited to oil subsidy whose significance—as it was argued earlier in Section 

6—has dramatically declined with depressed oil prices. Economically the most powerful stem from a 

very strong asymmetry in mutual economic relations. Around 40 percent of Belarus’ exports are 

products processed from Russian deliveries of oil. Excluding these products, mainly marketed 

outside of the CIS economic space, and responsible for surpluses in non-CIS trade, Russia takes 

around two thirds of all other Belarussian exports. The cost of severing Russian connection would be 

extremely high: this would bring economic catastrophe. Hence, either for Moscow or for Minsk the 

option of ‘democratization’ as a remedy to economic malaise is off the table. 

Yet, this does not necessarily imply that the option of deep structural economic reforms 

cannot be put on the government agenda. Democracy may help but is not a necessary condition of a 

vibrant economy. As the historical experience of East Asian ‘miracle’ countries shows, the rule of 

law, efficient public administration, private property and competitive markets can exist in the 
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 Although these were criteria of accession to the European Union, NATO used at least two of them (the 
existence of institutions preserving democratic governance and functioning market economy) in accession 
proceedings. 
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absence of democracy – they can also produce ‘miraculous’ growth provided there is a strong 

autonomous, i.e., not captured by private interests, state. But once an economy reaches the stage 

when its growth can no longer be factor- or efficiency-driven, democracy becomes critical to 

produce innovations. Belarus has a long way to go to achieve this stage even if a modern economic 

regime is immediately introduced.  

B. Belarus’ capacity to introduce market-oriented reforms may be larger than implied by 
the state of its current economic regime 

The examination of various dimensions of governance yields two counterintuitive findings. 

First, there seems to be no correlation between regulatory quality and efficiency. This defies the 

conclusion of the authors of the World Bank’s Cost of Doing Business: “Regulatory efficiency and 

regulatory quality go hand in hand.” (WB 2016: 8). In order to test this proposition, we lumped 

together two dimensions of governance separately: Government Effectiveness and Political Stability 

as a proxy for regulatory efficiency, and Rule of Law and Regulatory Quality as a proxy for regulatory 

quality. For each of four dimensions of governance, World Bank governance database gives 

percentile ranking of a country. A proxy for regulatory efficiency is an average of rankings for 

Government Effectiveness and Political Stability/lack of violence whereas regulatory quality is a 

simple average of Rule of Law and Regulatory Quality rankings. If the two were to “go hand in hand,” 

the difference in percentile rankings between two measures should be small. And indeed a cursory 

examination of differences between them corroborates it to some extent. It suggests the following: 

out of 214 countries and territories surveyed in 2015, for six countries regulatory quality was ranked 

higher than regulatory effectiveness by 20 percentage points and for 20 countries/territories the 

reverse was the case, i.e., regulatory efficiency was higher by 20 percentage points. The former 

group included countries/ territories that scored relatively lower on regulatory effectiveness 

because of political instabilities and violence. This group included among others Columbia, Israel, 

West Bank and Georgia.  

The second group, which is on the other extreme, includes countries with political regimes 

paying no particular respect to the rule of law. In contrast to the other group consisting mostly of 

democracies, this group tends to have mostly authoritarian regimes well-endowed to maintain order 

and enforce regulations. Among 12 countries, there are three CIS countries, that is, Uzbekistan, 

Turkmenistan and Belarus, and also among others are usual suspects like Cuba, Lao People’s 

Democratic Republic and Islamic Republic of Iran. Belarus is not only in a very bad company as the 

group includes also Kingdom of Bhutan, Argentina and Ecuador. In comparison to other EEU-

member states, Belarus stands out with 23 percentage point difference. As can be seen, regulatory 
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effectiveness in Belarus is better than in 43 percent of surveyed countries but only superior to 19 

percent of all countries in terms of regulatory quality (see Table 10) 

Table 10: Dimensions of governance and corruption incidence in EEU countries in 2016 

  

Government 
Effectiveness and 
Political Stability 

Rule of Law and 
Regulatory Quality 

Difference between 
(B) and (A) 

Corruption Perceptions 
Index 2016 

  (A) (B) B – A Rank Score 

Armenia 50 52   2 113 33 

Belarus 43 19 -23 79 40 

Kazakhstan 47 48    1 131 29 

Kyrgyz Republic 18 26    7 136 28 

Russian Federation 33 29   -4 131 29 

Average EEU (BLR excl.) 37 39   2 128 30 

Ukraine 20 26   6 131 29 
Uzbekistan 29 8 -21 156 21 

Sources: For data in columns (A) and (B), see World Bank’s governance indicators at www.govindicators.org, and for 
corruption data, see Transparency International’s 
http://www.transparency.org/news/feature/corruption_perceptions_index_2016#table 

The second counterintuitive finding, especially in the context of the first one, is that Belarus 

had the lowest incidence of corruption amongst EEU-member states. Admittedly, competition from 

these countries is not very demanding. In 2016, the incidence of corruption in Belarus was lower 

than in 97 countries as Belarus was ranked 79th among surveyed 176 countries (Table 10). The 

second ‘cleanest’ among EEU states, Armenia, ranked 113th, was way behind Belarus. Considering 

that low levels of corruption tend to be associated inversely with authoritarian political regimes, this 

is rather an unexpected result. An authoritative empirical study, which used a cross-country panel to 

examine the determinants of corruption and paying particular attention to political institutions that 

increase accountability, concluded: “In short, democracies, parliamentary systems, political stability, 

and freedom of press are all associated with lower corruption” (Lederman et al. 2005: 2). These are 

not characteristics shared by Belarus, yet incidence of corruption was low not only by EEU 

standards.22 Low levels of corruption incidence augur well for structural economic reforms. 

So does the formal ease of doing business in Belarus, albeit with a caveat. The indicator is 

derived from the World Bank’s annual survey of doing business across almost 190 countries. The 

survey captures the tangible legal components of the investment climate together with their cost-

burden and time-burden imposed on businesses. 23 Belarus’ high ranking is not commensurate with 

its low EBRD scores of relative performance of a country in terms of progress in implemented 
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 Since corruption is a source of unsustainable development reducing growth in genuine wealth per capita 
(Adit 2009), it is worth noting that its low incidence might have also contributed to the golden era of economic 
growth in 1995-2008.). 
23

 The Doing Business annual survey complements other assessments of the quality of governance such as 
earlier reported EBRD scores of the progress in transition, World Bank’s Governance Indicators and 
Transparency International CPI scores. 

http://www.govindicators.org/
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reforms and the World Bank governance indicators. It is more in line with the perception of investors 

(transparency) of the extent of graft in Belarus, as reported by Transparency International. In the 

formal ease of doing business Belarus is ranked 37th, Kazakhstan is 35th, Armenia is 38th, Russia 

40th, and Kyrgyzstan 75th (World Bank 2017). As for the CIS group, Belarus’ ranking is second only to 

Kazakhstan’s (Table 11). But the caveat is that formal ease of doing business does not capture a full 

hassle cost of conducting business. 

Table 11: Ease of doing business and paying taxes in Belarus and selected other CIS countries in 2016 

  
Distance to 

Frontier Score (a) 
Ease of doing 
business rank 

Total tax rate 
(in percent) 

Paying tax 
rank (a) 

Post-filing index 
(b) 

Armenia 73.6 38 18.5 88 49.1 

Belarus 74.1 37 54.8 99 50.0 

Kazakhstan 75.1 35 29.2 60 49.1 

Kyrgyz Republic 65.2 75 29.0 148 36.9 

Russian Federation 73.2 40 47.4 45 87.6 

Average EEU (BLR excl.) 71.8 47 31.0 85 55.7 

Ukraine 63.9 80 51.9 84 79.3 

Uzbekistan 63.0 83 38.1 138 47.0 

Notes: (a) The distance to frontier score assesses the absolute level of regulatory performance showing the distance of 
each economy to the “frontier,” which represents the best performance observed on each of the indicators across all 
economies; (b) the post-filing index is the average of the following five components: (1) distance to frontier score; (2) the 
time to comply with a VAT refund (hours); (3) the time to obtain a VAT refund (weeks); (4) the time to comply with a 
corporate income tax audit (hours), and (5) the time to complete a corporate income tax audit, if applicable (weeks). 
Sources: Doing Business 2017: Equal Opportunity for All. Comparing business regulations for domestic firms in 199 
economies. A World Bank Group Flagship Report, Washington DC and Paying Taxes 2017. Joint Publication of the World 
Bank and PwC  

Ease of doing business is an average of several dimensions of starting, conducting and 

exiting from business activities. In other words, the government can simplify procedures and set up 

‘one-stop shop.’ Regulations may be very liberal on all indicators within an area except one: as a 

result, a country may have a very high overall score in an area, while in reality one barrier makes 

other friendly regulations completely irrelevant. In consequence, new business may not be started 

or not registered in order to avoid an encounter with a hostile state administration. The barrier 

preventing firms from going formal can be captured by the largest discrepancy between a country’s 

ranking on a particular dimension and its ranking in ease of doing business. On this account, the 

largest discrepancy is between Belarus’ ranking in ease of doing business and ease of paying taxes: 

the difference is 62 points (see Table 11). Belarus has the highest total tax rate of 55 percent levied 

on businesses among EEU-economies. Russia’s rate is 7.4 percentage points lower while that of 

other EEU countries is lower in double-digits. However, the post-filing index, i.e., the extent to which 

tax administration harasses tax payer, is more favorable in Belarus vis-à-vis Russia but not in other 

EEU-members states. 
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Another indirect measure of the extent to which formal barriers of doing business have 

negative impact is the size of a shadow economy.24 Unfortunately most internationally comparable 

estimates date back to 2008, that is, before the government took measures to improve business 

climate. Available estimates reported by Siarhei (2013) use different methodologies making it 

impossible to compare them across national economies. Yet, all estimates considered, the size of 

Belarus’ shadow economy does not seem to be outrageous. In all, Belarus owes its high position to 

simplicity and effectiveness of administrative procedures. 

To sum up, the indicators examined suggest that the distance between Belarus’ economic 

regime and a regime supporting private activity and competition can be overwhelmed quicker than 

the antiquity of Belarus economic institutions would suggest. 

C. Structural reforms leveraged by WTO-accession process 

Transplanting Russian economic institutions and policies is not an option. The post-

communist transformation of the Russian economic and political system has failed to produce an 

attractive combination of competitive markets and private property. Its political economy displays 

all symptoms of what Richard Auty (1993) aptly called the “curse of natural resources.” Large 

revenues from extraction of natural resources are centralized; as a result, the group, which seizes 

the control of this stream of revenue, is not dependent on tax revenues from the private sector. 

There are two implications of it creating the “curse:” first, the government has resources to buy 

support of various social groups and thereby maintain centralized controls; and second, the 

government is oblivious to generating revenue flows through expanding tax base thanks to business-

friendly measures. The downside is that it makes economy vulnerable to swings in terms of trade. 

From the point of view of a hegemon, this raises the question about wisdom of transplanting this 

model to countries that are not as amply endowed in natural resources as Russia is. It seems that 

Moscow would encourage transplanting its authoritarian political model but not its economic 

regime. 

Hence, the challenge is to introduce deep structural economic reforms while preserving its 

current political authoritarian system. Belarus has a high quality human capital—its labor force is 

well-educated, disciplined and hard working. This is probably the most important source of potential 

comparative advantage that economic reforms can activate. The task is to design reforms that would 

help close the gap between Belarus’ revealed comparative advantage in its current exports basket, 

which is mostly in natural resource-intensive products, and its endowments in highly-skilled and 

disciplined-labor force. This is not an unprecedented query as all Central European faced this 
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challenge during the initial stages of transition in the early 1990s. They approached it in a variety of 

ways, although the cure was the same. Those who introduced fully first-generation reforms, 

liberalized foreign trade and removed barriers to foreign direct investment (FDI), witnessed a 

remarkably fast closure of the gap (Kaminski et al. 1997; Kaminski and Javorcik, 2001). 

Foreign trade dimension is particularly troubling because of its membership in the EEU and 

non-membership in the World Trade Organization (WTO). As for the latter, Belarus has been in the 

process of accession with the status of observer for the last 24 years. Despite time elapsed, Belarus 

foreign trade regime remains incompatible with WTO requirements and accession is still pending. 

Since all other EEU states are WTO members, this raises the question about the actual level of 

regional integration. If this is already a customs union—and officially it has been at least between 

Russia, Kazakhstan, and Belarus since January 1, 2010—then all conditions in access to EEU markets 

are uniform subject to Common External Tariffs. But conditions in access to Belarussian market are 

not WTO compatible while those to markets of other EEU members are in line with WTO 

requirements. Hence, while tariff and non-tariff decisions are in the purview of the Eurasian 

Economic Commission, the government has significant discretion in shaping institutions and policies. 

Whatever is the extent of freedom in designing foreign trade institutions and policies in the 

EEU, WTO-accession should become priority. The WTO accession process can be a useful vehicle for 

change. It offers unique possibilities of designing a rule-based trade regime, together with 

mechanisms protecting against capture of trade policies by private interest groups. Indeed, 

international commitments associated with WTO membership may act as a ‘lock-in mechanism,’ 

whereas obligations stipulated by a network of WTO Agreements may provide guidance to domestic 

economic reforms. The broad reach of the Uruguay Round Agreements combined with general 

proclivity among WTO members to make sure that new members remove barriers to market access 

to an even larger extent than current members has compelled recent ‘entrants’ to introduce far 

reaching institutional reforms. 

Research clearly corroborates these observations.25 Drabek and Bacchetta (2004), having 

had examined in great detail the effects of the WTO accession process on transition economies, 

draw among others the following conclusions: First, accession has played an important role, albeit 

not exclusive one, in their extraordinary effort to liberalize trade and investment policies. For some 

countries (e.g., China), it has been critical. Second, it has helped reduce corruption, improve the 

quality of governance and strengthen domestic policies to address balance-of-payments crisis. Last 
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  See Drabek and Bacchetta (2004) and the volume of The World Bank Economic Review (Vol. 18, Number 1, 
2004) with several contributions addressing economic effects of China’s accession to the World Trade 
Organization. 
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but not least, while the WTO membership per se may not open new markets and the adjustment 

costs may be substantial, these “(…) should be more than offset by efficiency gains, growth of trade 

and inflow of foreign capital” (Ibidem, p. 1122)  

The adoption of best international practice tailored to political and economic circumstances 

peculiar to Belarus is one of the challenges faced by the government. It concerns the choice of 

institutional structures that would offer incentives to maximize microeconomic efficiency, assure the 

allocation of resources to their best use and prevent easy policy reversals. It concerns the choice of 

policies assuring maximization of national economic welfare rather than of rents for a few privileged. 

This in turn may entail full-fledged rejection of former structures and push for arrangements that 

might be resisted by those who already—to paraphrase Michael Finger26—have their hands deeply 

in public pockets. But this is not a significant price if the reward is a ‘high-quality institutional 

environment’ at home. 

Given Belarus’ endowments in high quality human capital and relatively well functioning 

public administration, it should strive to become a magnet for investments, foreign and domestic 

alike. At this stage, Belarus’ economic development hinges critically not on generating innovation 

but enhancing economic efficiency, this goal can be achieved without democratization and within 

the EEU framework. The task would be to introduce measures that would lead to the establishment 

of legal rules that would clarify and subject interplay between administration and enterprises to 

them. There seems to be a consensus that “(…) the biggest problem of the Belarusian economy 

today is inefficient state-owned enterprises. Any reforms that aim to generate growth should first of 

all address this problem.” (Barukova, 2016). However, privatization should be done gradually: state 

owned enterprises should be transformed into profit centers and subjected to hard budget 

constraints and governed by the rules assuring a high degree of symmetry in their interaction with 

state administration. The next step would be to allow them to invest in activities outside their firms 

and gradually move them under private control. Following the Chinese example, favorable 

environment should be established to remove barriers to start-ups, and these should be limited to 

private endeavors. Although, as argued above, the government of Belarus took significant steps to 

liberalize the formal ease of doing business, as monitored in the World Bank’s surveys, a lot remains 

to be done in improving real ease of doing business and attracting foreign direct investment. With 

effective legal arrangements protecting private property and low ‘hassle’ cost of doing business, 

Belarus—thanks to its geographical location and infrastructure—could become a platform for 

exports to EEU markets. 
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These reforms could be implemented without turnarounds in Belarus’ foreign policy. To the 

contrary, they can effectively build upon closer integration into EEU markets and exploiting them as 

a springboard to integrating into global markets. The expansion of intra-EEU trade through improved 

competitiveness thanks higher quality economic governance is critical to setting the economy on the 

path of self-sustainability. Considering Russia’s priorities, as outlined by Vyacheslav Nikonov (1999), 

it seems there may be support in Moscow for implementing measures necessary to put the country 

on its feet as long as they do not lead to democracy and “westward” re-orientation. A 

comprehensive strategy of structural reforms could be leveraged by the WTO accession process; it 

would appear that if EEU members are serious about “deepening integration,” they would not only 

support WTO-consistent reforms in its member-state but also insist on them. In all, it seems that the 

Belarussian ruling elite can do quite a lot provided they are really committed to enhancing welfare of 

its citizens and maintaining political stability. 

Concluding observation 

Mr. Alexander Lukashenko has so far offered a sufficient guarantee of Belorussian allegiance 

to Russia. With a dictatorial political regime and state-run economy, Belarus could not find favor 

with Western governments and Western institutions. Its dependence on Russian economic support 

made it sensitive to pressures from Moscow. On the other hand, his control of the country made his 

bargaining position with his Russian counterparts quite strong. His priority was to get as much from 

Russia in terms of economic benefits as possible, while keeping political dependence at a possibly 

minimum level. Russia’s priorities were a reverse, to keep subsidies low and maximize political 

dependence. The decline in the world prices of energy resources and the war in Ukraine and the 

costly modernization of the Russian army changed the calculus on both sides. Russia is less inclined 

to subsidize Belarus, while the Belorussian ruling elite is increasingly uncertain of its future. Hence, 

unwillingness of the Minsk government to recognize the independence of Abkhazia and Ossetia, or 

to acknowledge Russian territorial rights to Crimea. 

The government of Belarus can no longer remain complacent about economic reforms. The 

scope of reforms is enormous and so are potential benefits. Our analysis suggests that the EEU 

should be turned into an asset by implementing measures that would make Belarus the most 

attractive amongst EEU member place for conducting business. Accession to the WTO should be 

used as a vehicle for institutional change. Since other EEU participants are already WTO members, 

they should encourage WTO-consistent reforms in their member-state. 
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